Shade Made Easy

What Is Triax?
Put simply, Triax is a light construction system
based around a bracket that allows two pipes
to be joined at any angle, on site, without welding.
An innovative, unique coupling design transforms
the installation of waterproof shade by allowing
two pipes to be joined at any angle.

T50

FX50

TX80

PC80 (Post Cap)

EC50 (Rafter End Cap)

TSE (Triax Straight Edge)

EP50 (End Plugs)

Weight: 0.19 kg

Weight: 0.19 kg

Weight: 0.4 kg

Weight: 0.23 kg

Weight: 0.17 kg

Weight: 4.225 kg

Weight: 0.02 kg

The Triax T50 bracket fits
50NB (60.3mm) steel
pipe.

The Triax FX50 bracket
fits 50NB (60.3mm) steel
pipe.

The Triax TX80 bracket
fits 80NB (91mm OD)
steel pipe.

The T50 and the TX80
brackets are the key to
the Triax system. Able
to rotate about three
axes, a paired coupling
of Triax brackets offers
almost unlimited design
freedom as well as the
most installer-friendly
construction system
available.

The Triax FX50 bracket
is a low profile, double
ended bracket for
use where rafters and
bearers are crossing
at right angles to
one another. One FX50
takes the place of two
T50s.

Higher strength, greater
adaptability, lower cost
and a cleaner finish
are the key features
of the all-new TX80
multipurpose bracket.
Adjustable double joint
to join two pipes at any
angle for custom shaped
structures. Fixed 90° joint
for rectangular or other
parallel-sided structures.

Triax post caps are
multipurpose parts
designed to extend
the capabilities of the
Triax system.
Often used as an
aesthetically pleasing,
unobtrusive adapter
for placing 50NB
structures on 80NB
posts.

In addition to all the utility
of the TX80, two TX80s
are able to interlock and
form a fixed 90° joint
(like a heavy duty FX50)
- without any need for a
bolt to join the halves!

THE lightweight, no-weld shade system.

Designed to streamline
the process of installing
membrane covers.
The end cap eliminates
drilling holes for anchor
points on rafters and
produces a neat and
uniform finish, as well
as providing a flat surface
for fixing gutters,
lighting etc.
The cap is attached to
the cover once it has
been loosely draped
on the structure frame,
then simply pulled
over the end of the
rafter. A tek screw or
similar can be used to
fix the cap in place if
desired.

(per 5m lengths, sold in packs of 4)

Simplifies the Triax
construction system
while providing a clean,
crisp edge along the
length of your structure.
Fabric manufacture
has been dramatically
simplified by eliminating
the need for catenary
(curved) edges.
A simple rope or keder
edge along the whole
length is all that is
required (no intermediate
rafter positions need to
be plotted).
Thanks to our ingenious
and robust joining
method, Triax Straight
Edge is available from
Triax Systems in easy-tohandle 5m lengths.

End plugs give a
professional finish
to the exposed ends
of rafters, bearers
and spreaders in
Triax structures.
Made from UVstabilised HDPE,
they are simply
tapped into place
with a rubber
mallet.
If necessary, they
can be removed
with a flat blade
screwdriver.

TBS (Tensioning Bolt Set)

TR80

Triaxadon

Weight: 0.65 kg per set

Weight: 0.17 kg

The Triaxadon is a
simple tool designed to
allow easy tensioning
of the cover using sail
track along the final
rafter of a structure.

(Sold in sets of 10)

Designed to work in
conjunction with the
EC50 and Triax Straight
Edge extrusion.
One bolt is required
per EC50.

Companion to the
TX80, the TR80
serves the same
function as the
EC50 for structures
with larger than
88.9mm rafters.

Plans to make the
Triaxadon are provided
free on our website.

“Triax structures fit any space,
no matter how complex the shape”

The newest addition to the Triax product range.
The Triax Straight Edge (TSE) further simplifies
the already outstandingly easy-to-use Triax

Triax Straight Edge

construction system while providing a clean and
crisp edge along the length of your structure.

“Looking for a sharp and modern finish for
your projects
withfabrication:
the provenFabric
versatility
of
Streamlined
manufacture
hassystem?”
been dramatically simplified by eliminating
the Triax

the need for catenary (curved) edges. A simple
rope or keder edge along the whole length is all
that is required (no intermediate rafter positions
need to be plotted).

Easy: The flush-head
tensioning bolt requires
no trimming or clean up

Triax Straight Edge New Product Profile:
Thanks to our ingenious and robust joining
method, Triax Straight Edge is available from
Triax Systems in easy-to-handle 5m lengths.

Clean: Complete in seconds,
the join between two lengths
is rigid and almost invisible

30mm

67.5mm
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